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Introduction
In daily practice, the use of Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy 

(IMRT) is in an upward tendency following technological developments 
in the field. When breast or chest wall, additionally supraclavicular field 
(SCF) and axillary nodes treatment is attempted, a complicated target 
volume develops in close vicinity with lung, heart and contralateral 
breast [1]. In such cases, in various IMRT techniques when required 
dose homogeneity is provided there are variations in doses that normal 
tissues received. [2] Locoregional breast IMRT has been compared 
with CT based three dimensional (3D) planning [3-5]. In these studies, 
IMRT has provided similar target volume coverage and has yielded 
improvements in dose homogeneity while sparing the lungs and heart 
from high doses of radiation but again showed an associated increase 
in integral dose [6].

Helical Tomotherapy (TOMO) which is an IMRT technique, the 
radiation delivery is provided by a rotating gantry around the patient. 
In various studies concerning locoregional therapies for breast cancer 
carried out up to date, increase in volumes receiving from TOMO 
plans was demonstrated The higher contralateral breast doses were also 
reported [7,8]. In Caudell et al. and Caudrelier et al. studies, despite 
the use of directional block for lung, heart and contralateral breast, the 
doses for lung and contralateral breast for TOMO plans were much 
higher [7,8].

Since the life expectancy of breast cancer patients has increased 
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Abstract
Introduction: The doses received by the contralateral breast, lung and heart either directionally or full blocked 

techniques in Hi-Art Tomotherapy systems in partial or whole breast radiotherapy has been studied. 

Method: In 20 breast cancer patients 3 plans with non-blocked, directionally blocked and full blocked methods 
were designed in Hi-Art planning system. In all planning method the dose received by the contralateral breast, the 
heart volume percentages V5 and V30 and the lung volume percentages V5 and V20 were compared.

Results: The mean doses received by contralateral breast were 6.24 Gy (4.50-8.74 Gy) in unblocked group 
3.85 Gy (2.08-5.81 Gy) in directionally blocked group and 0.99 Gy (0.69-1.39 Gy) in full blocked group. The mean 
Lung V5 values were 98% (79-100%) in unblocked group and it was 98% (91-100%) in directionally blocked group 
while it was 93% (89-97%) in full blocked group. The mean V20 values were 16% (7-23%), 20% (17-24%) and 22% 
(18-28%) in unblocked, directionally blocked and full blocked groups respectively. The mean Heart V5 value 100% 
(99-100%) in unblocked group, and it was 99% (85-100%) in directionally blocked group while it was 92% (73-
100%) in full blocked group. The mean V30 values were 11% (2-25%), 6% (0-12%) and 9% (1-22%) in unblocked, 
directionally blocked and full blocked groups respectively. The mean beam-on time was 261.6 s (237.6-318.2) for 
unblocked, 277.9 s (237.6-338.5) for directionally blocked and 314.2 s (272.6-429.1) full blocked group. The mean 
numbers of MUs were 3712 (3353-4536) for unblocked, 3951 (3357-4834) for directionally blocked and 4506 (3866-
6168) for full blocked group. In full blocked group both beam on time and MU values were higher. 

Conclusion: We propose that further efforts needed to reduce low dose volumes to normal tissues, meanwhile 
when using directionally and full blocked plans all parameters should be considered together.

after modern therapy modalities, the radiation doses received by lung, 
heart and contralateral breast tissue became more important. The 
concerns have risen concerning the risk of second cancer in tissues 
after low dose irradiation. [9]. It is very important to investigate the 
volumes of normal tissues receiving low dose irradiation. We studied 
the doses received by the contralateral breast; lung and heart either 
directionally or full blocked techniques in Hi-Art tomotherapy system 
which is recently popularized in partial or whole breast radiotherapy.

Materials and Methods
Patient’s selection, CT simulation and target delineation

The mean age of our 20 patients was 51 years (38-80), nine of which 
had tumors of the right breast while 11 patients had left breast tumors. 
All patients were at Stage II/III. Four patients had breast conserving 
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D2= Dose received by 2% of target volume

D98= Dose received by 98% of target volume 

Dp= Dose prescribed 

CN is calculated as follows:
RI RI
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TV TVCN
TV V

= ×

CN = Conformity Number 

TVRI=Target volume covered by the 95% Isodose line

TV= Target Volume

VRI= Reference Isodose Volume

Statistical analysis

For comparisons in heart directional and full blocked plans 
Friedman test (post hoc Benferroni correction Wilcoxon test) was 
used. For other comparisons Repeated Measures ANOVA (post hoc 
Benferroni test) was used. Differences were considered significant if 
p<0.001.

The study has been approved by Ethical Consul of Kanuni Research 
and Training Hospital.

Results
A typical dose distribution of three plans not only MRM but also 

BCS is displayed in Figures 2a-2f. The V95% was more than 99% in 
all plans. V107% did not show significant difference among the three 
plans. 

The mean CN were 0.95 (0.93-0.96), 0.95 (0.93-0.97) and 0.95 (0.92-
0.96) for unblocked, directionally blocked and full blocked respectively. 
(Table 1) The mean HI were 7.51 (4.93-10.23) for unblocked, 7.45 
(4.71-9.56) for directionally blocked and 8.87 (6.41-11.97) for full 
blocked plans. The difference was statistically significant.

The mean Lung V5 values were 98% (79-100%) in unblocked 
group and it was 98% (91-100%) in directionally blocked group while 

surgery and in 16 patients Modified radical mastectomy was the 
surgical treatment preferred. According to our standard treatment 
protocol all patients underwent virtual simulation in supine position 
on a breast board, with ipsilateral arm extended above the head and 
the head turned away from the target breast. Radio opaque wires 
delineated superior, inferior, medial and lateral edges. The simulation 
was carried out on a Tomocon workstation using a non-contrast CT 
scan obtained in 3 mm slice range where target volumes and critical 
structures were defined. The whole breast or chest wall, axilla and 
supraclavicular field (SCF) clinical target volume (CTV), organs at 
risks (OARs) contoured were both lungs, contralateral breast and 
heart. The subsequent planning target volume (PTV) was generated by 
adding a 5 mm margin around the CTV but confined to the interior 
of the patient’s outer contours reduced by 5 mm. In all 20 patients the 
contours drawn in Tomocon workstation were transferred to Hi-Art 
planning system (TomoTherapy Inc, Madison WT). Three different 
therapy plans were designed: Non-blocked, directionally blocked and 
full blocked for contralateral breast. In tomotherapy planning systems 
3 major factors are described: Field width, pith and modulation factor. 
The longitudinal field width is described as the fan beam width in 
craniocaudal direction. Pith is the ratio between the table motion 
and area with per gantry rotation. The modulation factor is the ratio 
between the most intense bundle intensity and the mean intensity of 
the whole bundles. In our study the field with was 5.02 cm, pitch was 
0.287 and the modulation factor was 2. In all TOMO plans the breast 
or chest wall, axilla and supraclavicular fossa should receive a total dose 
of 50 Gy in 25 fractions. Four of the patients received an additional 
boost of 10 Gy to the tumor bed. In all 3 therapy methods PTV 97% 
(47.5 Gy) and 107% (53.5 Gy) were evaluated. (V95%-V107%) For all 
patients 3 plans with different methods were designed. These methods 
were nonblocked, directionally blocked and full blocked methods. In 
non-blocked method only dose restrictions were used. In directionally 
blocked method radiation is not delivered in single direction when the 
gantry sees the contralateral breast. In full blocked method, in every 
angle that the gantry sees the contralateral breast radiation is not 
delivered (Figure 1).

Homogenity Index (HI) and Conformity Number (CN) were 
calculated for all 3 planning methods.

HI is calculated as follows:

Figure 1: Methods of dose delivery.
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Figure 2: Radiotherapy plans.

Figure 2a: Postmastectomy,nonblocked. (MU: 4028 Beam-on time 238.8 sn).

Figure 2b: Postmastectomy, directionally blocked (MU: 5466, Beam-on time 381.5sn).
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Figure 2c: Postmastectomy, full blocked. (MU: 6042 Beam-on time: 420.8 sn).

Figure 2d: Post breast conserving surgery, nonblocked. (MU: 3815 Beam-on time: 269.4 sn).

it was 93% (89-97%) in full blocked group. The full blocked group was 
showed statistically significant difference (p<0.001) comparing to other 
groups. The mean V20 values were 16% (7-23%), 20% (17-24%) and 
22% (18-28%) in unblocked, directionally blocked and full blocked 
groups respectively. The difference was statistically significant. The 
mean Heart V5 value 100% (99-100%) in unblocked group, and it was 
99% (85-100%) in directionally blocked group while it was 92% (73-
100%) in full blocked group. The difference was statistically significant 
(p<0.001). The mean V30 values were 11% (2-25%), 6% (0-12%) and 9% 
(1-22%) in unblocked, directionally blocked and full blocked groups 
respectively. The difference was statistically significant (p<0.001) in 
favor of directionally blocked group. When the mean radiation dose 

received by the contralateral breast was evaluated we found that the 
mean doses received were 6.24 Gy (4.50-8.74 Gy)in unblocked group 
3.85 Gy (2.08-5.81 Gy) in directionally blocked group and 0.99 Gy 
(0.69-1.39 Gy) in full blocked group. The difference was statistically 
significant (p<0.001) (Table 2).

The mean beam-on time were 261.6 s (range 237.6-318.2) for 
unblocked, 277.9 s (range 237.6-338.5) for directionally blocked and 
314.2 s (range 272.6-429.1) full blocked group. The mean numbers 
of MUs were 3712 (3353-4536) for unblocked, 3951 (3357-4834) for 
directionally blocked and 4506 (3866-6168) for full blocked group. In 
full blocked group both beam on time and MU values were higher.
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Figure 2e: Post breast conserving surgery, directionally blocked. (MU: 4402 Beam-on time: 309.4 sn).

Figure 2f: Post breast conserving surgery, full blocked. (MU: 6163 Beam-on time: 429.1 sn).

Discussion
HT manufactured and presented for commercial use with the 

name of Tomotherapy Hi-Art System in 2002 after it had been 
developed in University of Wisconsin. HT is the technique of 
preference for irradiation of the thoracic wall and the regional lymph 

 Unblocked Directionally blocked Full blocked p value

Lung (%)

          V5 98 98 93
p<0.001

          V20 16 20 22

Heart (%)

          V5 100 99 92
p<0.001

          V30 11 6 9

Contralateral Breast (Gy)

 6.24 3.85 0.99 p<0.001

Table 1: Results of three different planning methods.

 Unblocked Directionally 
blocked Full blocked p value

Conformity Number 
Mean (min-max)

0.95 (0.93-
0.96)

0.95 (0.93-
0.97)

0.95 (0.92-
0.96) NS

Homogenity Index 
Mean (min-max)

7.51 (4.93-
10.23)

7.45 (4.71-
9.56)

8.87 (6.41-
11.97) P<0.05

Table 2: HI and CN for 3 planning methods.
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nodes particularly in left breast after mastectomy and axillar dissection, 
especially in patients with anatomies that may result too much heart 
and lung radiation doses if otherwise irradiated with conventional 
methods, in presence of breast implants or in cases of challenging 
regional field irradiation [9]. In a study of Ashenafi et al comparing 
HT and conventional mixed-beam plans, they reported that HT 
planning resulted in better dose homogeneity in chest wall and internal 
mammarian nodes, PTV was significantly better and resulted larger 
volumes of low dose for the lung and contralateral breast. Improved 
dose homogeneity in target volumes offers improved post therapy 
cosmesis. There is a slight improvement in the V20 of the ipsilateral 
lung with the HT technique [10]. In our study the V5 values were 98% 
and 100% for lung and heart respectively. The V20 values of lung and 
the V30 values of heart were in accordance with Radiation Therapy 
Oncology Group (RTOG) 0413 protocol guidelines.

For this reason to protect the contralateral breast heart and 
lung, a new mode called ‘Tomodirect’ which was previously named 
‘Topotherapy’ has been added to HT. This mode uses a fixed gantry 
angle, similar to conventional radiotherapy that most clinicians 
are familiar with and it is available for clinical use since April 2010 
This combination of two delivery modes gives us more freedom 
and represents a new treatment option for very highly conformal 
radiotherapy for breast treatment.

Comparison of coplanar accelerated partial breast topotherapy 
with Linac based non-coplanar 3D conformal radiotherapy and IMRT 
dosimetry in partial left breast irradiation, illustrates equivalent target 
conformity and uniformity [11]. Dosimetric comparison of two field 
topotherapy with HT for the delivery of whole breast radiotherapy 
showed improved target dose homogeneity and conformality in 
comparison to with topotherapy. However, topotherapy resulted into 
reduced amounts of the heart and ipsilateral lung receiving low doses 
while still maintaining adequate target uniformity. The higher number 
of the fields, up to five for the topotherapy plans, was correlated 
with increase conformality [12]. The topotherapy plans were slightly 
less homogeneous and had a slightly greater target dose maximum 
comparing to helical plans [13]. Han et al in a study comparing five 
different radiotherapy modalities including Tomo HDA reported that 
Tomotherapy plan provided plan quality comparable to the IMRT plan 
and posed the lowest total lifetime attributable risk to neighboring 
organs They also reported that MU values were longer in Tomo 
plans. We also found that in full blocked plans the doses dropped in 
controlateral breast but MU is prolonged. As Han et al reported in 
their study MUs of Tomo cannot be explicitly compared to MUs of 
traditional LİNAC [14]. In our study CN was better comparing to that 
of Tomo HDA plans reported by Han et al.

HT has the advantage that the beam from all gantry angles causes 
delivery of low doses to coplanar normal tissues, most of which would 
have received only a scatter dose with the conventional techniques. 
During HT treatment planning optimization, critical structures can be 
designated as a blocked region to prevent any beamlet from passing 
through the structure, or can be directionally and full blocked, thus 
inhibiting any entry of the beamlets to the structure, but still allowing 
their exit. This sort of blocking reduces treatment beam angles by 
minimizing dose to the contralateral structures; however, it reduces 
the potential conformality and sparing of the ipsilateral organs at risk 
[9]. Reduction of the contralateral structures doses for HT plans causes 
an increase in treatment time [12]. In our study when HT plans were 
done in unblocked method the contralateral breast doses were 3.5-8.7 
Gy. We tried to reduce the dose with directionally and full blocked 

methods. We did not use directionally or full blocked methods because 
V20 for lung and V30 for heart were in acceptable dose levels when 
unblocked plans were used. For both organs V5 values were found 
quite high and these results were in accordance with the findings of the 
literature. When directionally blocked and full blocked methods were 
used to reduce V5 values for heart and lung, the beam-on time and 
MU increased in full blocked method we observed further increases 
in these parameters. For these reasons we used blocked methods only 
for contralateral breasts to provide dose homogeneity and prevent 
greater target dose maximums. We minimized the contralateral breast 
doses to minimum with the use of full blocked method. When full 
blocked method was used the V20 doses for lung increased. Although 
V20 doses of lung was still in acceptable levels these increments was 
statistically significant.

The current technology advances in radiotherapy and further 
improvements in treatment outcomes made reduction of early and late 
radiotherapy toxicities an emerging challenge. After the improvements 
on early diagnosis and treatment modalities, the breast cancer survivors 
currently live longer and late treatment sequel, such as secondary 
cancers became more important that need to be minimized. [15] The 
dosimetric tradeoff of “a lot to a little or a little to a lot” has been a 
subject of debate for several years, especially since the implementation 
of IMRT techniques [7]. Some may raise concerns regarding the risks 
of second cancers in normal tissues irradiated to low dose [16]. The 
use of IMRT may significantly increase the doses to normal tissues 
[17]. The total body dose is expected to be two to three times higher, 
predominantly owing to the increased number of beams used, as 
well increased leakage radiation (resulting from increased “beam 
on” time) [15].

Boice et al. reported 1.19 relative risk of secondary contralateral 
breast cancer after previous WBRT (estimated average radiation dose: 
2.82 Gy, Dmax 7.1 Gy), Thus, a dose range between 4-5 Gy to the 
contralateral breast might be considered sufficiently safe in terms of 
radiogenic second malignancies [18]. In the literature six randomized 
studies compared the use of radiotherapy with no radiotherapy one 
showed increased risk in the irradiated group, two a trend toward 
increase, and three a decreased incidence of contralateral breast 
cancer [17]. As the carcinogenic effect of radiation on breast tissue 
was shown in many studies, it is reasonable to make every effort to 
limit the doses of incidental irradiation [19,20]. IMRT may therefore 
increase the incidence of second tumors in 10 year survivors; this will 
predominantly include tumors resulting from low exposure, such as 
leukemia and carcinomas [21]. Therefore it is necessary to find a new 
method to provide minimum dose levels and dose homogeneity for 
heart and lung as for contralateral breast, without increasing beam-
on time and MU. Although Tomodirect provides these conditions 
it can provide less dose homogeneity. Three large studies confirmed 
a significantly increased incidence of ipsilateral lung cancer after 
irradiation for breast cancer [22]. 

HT is currently one of the most sophisticated forms of IMRT 
implemented in clinical practice. Since it is relatively a new technique 
the effects on survival and local control, as well as long term toxicities 
is not yet clear [23-25] Especially in the presence of breast implants 
that requires challenging regional field irradiation, HT provides quite 
good dose distribution and enables implant protection. Considering 
achievements in breast surgery, we propose that further efforts needed 
to reduce low dose volumes to normal tissues, meanwhile when using 
directionally and full blocked plans all parameters should be considered 
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together. This study can pioneer further studies comparing Tomo HDA 
and HT with various block plans.

Conclusions
The Tomotherapy based IMRT plans provide better prescribed 

doses to the target in expense of increased volume of lower dose of 
the ipsilateral lung heart and contralateral breast. To reduce this lower 
dose volume topotherapy method has recently been developed. When 
two field topotherapy plans with tangent like gantry angles is done, it 
spares the ipsilateral lung and heart and contralateral breast better but 
reduces dose conformation to the target volume. In HT plans it has been 
observed that in directionally or full blocked plans for contralateral 
breast, the contralateral breast is protected but directionally or full 
blocked plans are also required for lung and heart to protect them which 
prolongs treatment times and creates dose homogeneity problems. 
Especially in case of bilateral mastectomy, using blocks for lung and 
heart low dose volumes can be reduced. New studies are required on 
directionally and full blocked treatment plans to reduce the treatment 
time. Until then case based evaluations are crucial.
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